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ABSTRACT
In recent times, computer based systems are frequently used for protection and control in the various industries viz Nuclear, Electrical, Mechanical, Civil, Electronics, Medical, etc. From the operating experience of those computer based
systems, it has been found that the failure of which can lead to the severe damage to equipments or environmental harm.
The culprit of this accident is nobody other than our software, whose reliability has not been ensured in those conditions. Also for real time system, throughput of the system and average response time are very important constructs/ metrics of reliability. Moreover neither of the software reliability model is available which can be fitted generically for all
kinds of software. So, we can ensure reliability at the early stage i.e. during design phase by architecturing the software
in a better way. The objective of this paper is to provide an overview of the state-of-the-art research in the area of architecture-based software reliability analysis. We then describe the shortcomings and the limiting assump- tions underlying the prevalent research. We also propose various approaches which have the potential to address the existing limitations
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1. Introduction
The Control and Instrumentation systems are widely
based on software in today’s era and software is the root
cause of most of today’s system problems. It should be
noticed that failures never occur if the software is not
used but at the same time without software we can’t get
comfort and comfort is the necessity of everybody. The
quality and longevity of a software system is determined
by its architecture. Software architecture is a “first cut” at
solving the problem and designing the system. The importance of the software architecture lies in earliest design decisions, addressing first design artifact & key to
systematic use. Analysis of a system at the architectural
level enables the choice of the right architecture for the
system under consideration, thus saving major potential
modifications later in the development cycle or tuning
the system after deployment.
Reliability of the safety critical & safety related systems are of prime importances, which are computer based
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

systems. So, the software that are used in these systems
must be reliable, for which software professionals follow
so many standards and get software verified by Independent Verification and Validation team before deploying it on the site. But during Verification & Validation, it
is impossible to generate all the possible test cases and it
may possible that in real life a test case might has been
executed, which we had not thought during testing. So,
we can never claim that my software is error free—in fact
no software in this world is error free.
For this reason our software experts/scientists starts
thinking to ensure the reliability of the software especially when those are going to be deployed in a safety critical
systems. So, they had given/proposed so many software
reliability models to ensure the reliability of the software.
But unfortunately till date no model fits in all kinds of
software, means there is no generic model that can be
used to predict the reliability of all kinds of software.
These models are analytically derived from assumptions.
The emphasis is on developing the model, the interpretaJSEA
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tion of the model assumptions, and the physical meaning
of the parameters. These types of reliability models are
known as “software reliability growth models”. [Fenton
& Pfleeger] These models attempt to statically correlate
defect detection data with known functions such as an
exponential function. If the correlation is good, the known
function can be used to predict the future behavior. The
reasons that these reliability models lack the needed strength to excel in eliminating errors in software environment are:
1) The misconception of fault & failure phenomena [1]
2) Inaccurate modeling parameters
3) Difficulty in selecting the reliability models
4) Difficulty in building the software operational profile
So, different approach has been started [2-12] i.e. to
predict the reliability based on the design parameters of
software. The models based on this concept are known as
“defect density” models. These models use code characteristics such as lines of code, design characteristics such
as calculate the weight of a class or architectural characteristics.
The layout of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the existing techniques. It
also describes the similarities and differences among
those approaches. Section 3 summarizes the limitations
of those approaches. Section 4 describes the proposed solutions to address the stated limitations and Section 5
summarizes the paper.

2. Overview
Software systems are developed to achieve the requirements in an automated manner. Well, need not to say that
requirements can be functional as well as non-functional.
The critical prerequisite for a system’s success is the exhibited non-functional quality, i.e. how a system does.

Every software is composed of one or more software modules. Scientists/Researchers proposed many approaches.
These approaches are more or less similar in the sense
that quantitative methods for reliability assessment depend on the availability of system usage information—
i.e. a system’s operational profile. The operational profile
information is combined with the non-probabilistic behavior models in order to obtain probabilistic models which
can be used for reliability analysis. Error propagation can
also take place so modeling approach to analyze the impact of error prorogation on reliability is also done [2].
So, these approaches have the common model as represented in Figure 1.
But the approach to generate Probabilistic Models and
to estimate the software reliability differs from one approach to other approach [3]. Probabilistic behavior of a software system is often modeled and analyzed with discrete-time Markov chains. DTMC [4] consists of a set of
states; each state has corresponding probabilities of transitioning to other states. DTMCs embody a basic way of
modeling, and reasoning about probabilistic behavior;
further demands, including the need to more faithfully represent software systems, enabled a proliferation of probabilistic automata formalisms [5]. As an example DTMC
modeling of Robot has been shown in Figure 2. Using
DTMC modeling there are two main paradigms for modeling probabilistic behaviors: the generative, which can
generate some actions and the reactive paradigm, which
can react to the external actions. In this case calculating
the system-wide reliability is equivalent to computing the
steady state probabilities of DTMC. To illustrate this approach, consider DTMC model of an example Robot,
which is depicted in Figure 2. The architecture consists
of Controller, Sensor, Follower, and GUI components.
Several difficulties arise when deriving transition proba-

Figure 1. Existing model for reliability prediction based on architecture.
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bilities from an operational profile:
1) GUI can invoke different Controller’s operations
depending on the navigation model.
2) GUI and Follower may be concurrent to each other.
Some researchers also proposed Probabilistic model,
based on the control flow graph as shown in Figure 3,
where p1,2 is the probability of going from node 1 to node
2. The enumeration of paths could be conducted algorithmically, experimentally or by simulation. The reliability of each path is obtained as a product of the reliabilities of the components along path. For example application software shown in Figure 3, possible execution
path is 1, 3, 5, 6 and its reliability is obtained by R1, R3,
R5, R6. The application reliability can be estimated by
averaging path reliabilities. But the main drawback is
that this approach doesn’t give accurate reliability due to
looping effects, like- in the path 1, 2, 4, 21···*, 6. The subpath 2, 4, 2 can occur infinite number of times. The classification of architecture-based software reliability models can be understood by Figure 4 [6].
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Figure 2. DTMC model of an example Robot.

3. Limitations
In this section we discuss the limitations of the prevalent
state-based architecture-based analysis techniques. The
limitations of the existing approaches can be classified
into—1) modeling, 2) analysis 3) parameter estimation 4)
validation and 5) optimization. Usually modeling limitations are due to the assumptions we made to ensure model expansibility, which may lead to unreliable estimation.
Analysis limitations are due to lacking of analysis techniques. Parameter Estimation limitations are due to non
consideration of different software artifacts. Validation
limitations are due to paying little effort. Optimization
limitations are due to non consideration of complex interactions between components in the architectural design.

Figure 3. Probabilistic control flow graph of an example
application software.

Figure 4. Classification of architecture-based software reliability models.
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3.1. Modeling Limitations
1) A practice in which an engineer combines an operational profile and a non probabilistic specifications to directly produce an analysis-enabled generative model is tedious, non-intuitive and error prone.
2) The operational profile information that the existing
approaches assume available is often just a subset of the
available information.
3) Support for discovery and modeling of error states
is not clear or accurate
4) Existing DTMC based models assume that at a time
the application can be in one state only which is not valid
for today’s complex systems.
5) Also the failure of one component can pass on its
impact on other components as well which has not been
taken care in anyone of the approaches.
6) None of the approach has taken into consideration,
the nature of the interface between the components, as
there is a possibility that components may be distributed
with the advanced technologies like RMI, RPC, etc.
7) The architectural style of different components of
the same application software may be different, for which
we suspect to fit the common reliability approach on all
the components. Also dynamically i.e. when application
operates its architecture also changes dynamically.

3.2. Analysis Limitations
In some approaches Hidden Markov model has been used
when it is difficult to have the surety of next probabilistic
transition. But in this case the transition matrix and observation probability matrix (which represents the probability of observing event in a particular state) has been
initialized randomly, which may not be accurate.

3.3. Parameter Estimation Limitations
The system-level model can be analyzed using traditional
DTMC analysis [7], whose complexity is O(n3), where n
is the number of states. Generally large complex software
systems have thousands of states, which could be very
expensive to solve the DTMC model.

3.4. Validation Limitations
The less effort has been paid to validate the predicted reliability, based on architectural design with the estimated
reliability, just before product release to ensure the correctness of the predicted methodology so that, it can be
applied to the future projects.

3.5. Optimization Limitations
Reliability prediction based on architecture can optimized
if we success to optimize the software architecture. Sometimes it is noticed that architects design the software
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

in a complex manner, full of tight coupling and low cohesion, which is a poor quality attributes of an architectture [8]. For resource allocation optimization see [9]
So, in this section we have seen the overview of the
existing approaches to predict the software reliability in
architecture phase. We have also compared the approaches, identified the similarities and differences. We also
identified the various limitations which needs to address.

4. Proposed Solutions to Address Limitations
We have seen many limitations of the existing approaches which are crucial for reliability prediction. We proposed the solutions to address the above limitations.
As we have seen the two major problems when we illustrated DTMC model of an example Robot (Figure 2)
[10,11]. The solution can be sought in more intuitive way
by:
1) Specifying systems behavior in terms of scenarios
for which use case diagram can help a lot [12].
2) Try to analyze the transition probabilities between
different scenarios. Sequence diagrams, swimlane diagrams, collaboration diagram can help in this regard
3) Specify the component failure probabilities. The
above limitations, based on classification, can be addressed with the help of the following respective approaches:

4.1. Modeling Limitations
1) We feel that an operational profile and non probabilistic specifications can be more intuitively combined by
handling output actions and those actions which are controlled by other components or external environments.
Output actions are basically controlled actions. So we can
ease the generation of analysis-enabled generative model
as well as it will be less likely to be error prone
2) Operational profile, a most important construct to
create DTMC model. Hybrid information must be taken
into consideration for deriving the operational profile.
Though, it is impossible to identify accurate operational
profile but by considering various hybrid sources of information, more near operational profile can be identified.
The suggested information sources are: i) Domain expert;
ii) Similar components/software that are already being
used somewhere iii) simulation, mandatory in case of new
type of application; can be used for existing type as well;
iv) Requirements specifications; v) architectural models
of the system at the highest level of detail; vi) data log of
the existing running applications. [13]
3) Support for discovery and modeling of error states
is not clear or accurate. The main cause could be the inconsistencies in the architectural design. For which,
mapping of interaction protocols, dynamic behavior and
static behavior can serve the purpose [14].
4) The solution is given above in 3 steps at the beginJSEA
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ning of this section.
5) To represent the architecture of concurrent applications, a high-level specification mechanism, such as a
Stochastic Reward Net [15], may be used.
6) The methodology proposed by Littlewood to use the
constant failure rates to represent interface failures can
be used.
7) There are various architectural styles available viz
client-server, layered, centric, etc. Also a single application can have many components which again may have
different architectural style. For this we propose the solution to convert into layered architectural style because it
has been seen that almost every module can be designed
by layered architecture. Then we can make the use of
Jalote’s method to solve the same.

ties and differences of those approaches. We also stated
various limitations of the existing approaches. We then
proposed approaches that could help in addressing the
stated limitations. Note that we only proposed the approaches, while providing the exact solutions using those
approaches may needs separate papers for each limitation;
which we plan to take it as a part of our future work.
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